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The time-stretching factor is sent to the audio processing engine in order to change
the analysis hop size, and the audio output frame timestamp is calculated accordingly.
However, this timestamp is not sufficient for proper A/V synchronisation, since it
represents the time when the audio frame is sent to audio hardware buffer. For example,
if an audio frame is 1024 samples and the sample rate is 41000 Hz, the time resolution
will be 23.2 ms. For the normal playback speed, this may be sufficient, but in the case
of doubling the playback speed the time span between two audio sample points on the
media timeline becomes 46.4 ms. Hence, some measure of fullness of the audio
hardware buffer needs to be introduced for precise timing of outputted audio samples.
The fullness of the hardware audio buffer is hardware dependent and measuring it is
often a complex task, so we propose to find approximate timing of the audio sample by
measuring the time difference (Δt) between the moment the audio frame is sent to the
hardware buffer and the current time. This value is then added to the timestamp of the
audio frame that was sent to the audio buffer (Taudio), and is then compared with the
video frame timestamp (Tvideo). The display is refreshed with this frame when the video
frame time code is smaller than or equal to the calculated audio time:
Tvideo ! Taudio + "t

(95)

Another issue is timer precision for measuring Δt. In Windows OS, the maximal
precision that can be achieved with the standard timer is 15ms, which is hardly enough
for a synchronisation application. Hence, Δt is measured by measuring CPU counts
from the moment the frame is sent to the hardware buffer and then dividing by the CPU
count frequency. Since Δt gives a value related to the real playback time-line, it is
transposed to the media time line by dividing it by the time-stretching factor α:
"t =

1 "CNTcpu
#
!
f cnt

(10)
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5. A/V Synchronisation Evaluation
To measure the quality of the A/V synchronisation algorithm, we compared it with
our integration of time-stretching in ffplay on the Linux platform and also with the
MPlayer implementation in LinuxOS. MPlayer is a robust, open source video player in
Linux based on ffmpeg libraries. One of the many features of MPlayer is the possibility
to change playback speed, but without independent pitch-shifting. Nevertheless, this
feature, robust implementation and the possibility to extract A/V synchronisation
information make MPlayer useful for evaluation and comparison with our algorithm.
We compared video players on the “Casino Royale” trailer sequence coded in
MPEG1 format with video frame dimension 640x352 at 23.97 frames per second and an
audio sample rate of 44100 Hz. The video frame lag with respect to audio is presented
for 100 video frames from the middle of the sequence in the case of playing the video at
half of the original speed (Figure 15) and with double the original speed (Figure 16). It
can be seen that our adaptive video refresh rate algorithm (marked Easaier on the
figures after the name of the project it was implemented for) clearly outperforms the
other two, because of the precise matching of the video timestamp to the audio clock.
The video lag of the Easaier time-stretching algorithm is also well below the ITU lip
sync error recommendation with maximal video lag being 14 ms and maximal video
advance being 13 ms in the case of doubled playback speed. Moreover, the standard
deviation of video lag is 3.328 ms, showing stability of this solution.

Figure 15. Comparison of video lag for three video player implementations when
playback speed is half of original.
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Figure 16. Video lag when playback speed is doubled.
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6. Conclusions
A framework for real-time video/audio synchronised time scaling and pitch shifting
was developed for EASAIER. Careful consideration was given to the problems which
arise in a real-time context and novel solutions to these issues have been provided. It
was shown how time-scale changes can be achieved in real-time with almost
imperceptible latency and no transitional artefacts. The approach is based on a modified
phase vocoder with optional phase locking and an integrated transient detector which
enables high quality transient preservation in real-time.
The framework presented is the basis for the developments of applications which
allow for a seamless real-time transition between continually varying, independent
video/audio time-scale and pitch-scale parameters. A novel solution for audio/visual
synchronisation called adaptive video refresh rate has also been developed. Due to the
fact that synchronisation errors in the foreseen applications will be easier to detect,
special focus was given to minimizing video lags and advances, resulting in algorithm
that significantly outperforms existing algorithms. This work has also been presented
for review in the IEEE Transactions on Multimedia [23]
The framework and described algorithms have been integrated into the EASAIER
client application successfully as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. The EASAIER client application, showing the time scale modification
tool along with synchronised video playback. Also shown, the freehand EQ with
synchronised spectral display. All dynamic screen objects are synchronised to the time
scaled time-base
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